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Abstract

The two major areas of interest in the debris bed coolability
experiments at ANL are: 1) development of a data base against which
existing debris bed coolability models can be compared and to provide
insight into the development of future models and 2) investigation of
the possible mechanisms which prevent channel formation in a debris bed
with real material experiments. The mechanism under consideration are:
a) subcooling of overlying sodium, b) UOj»+J. reduction by sodium, c)
failure of the sodium to wet the fuel and d) concrete reaction
products. Sandia has proposed that subcooling of the overlying sodium
is sufficient to prevent channel formation and was the cause of the
observed reduction in coolability with increasing subcooling. The
results of experiments on each of the mechanisms are to be presented.
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Debris coolability experiments are being performed at ANL with real and

simulant materials in addition to the development of improved debris bed

coolability models. The experiments with simulant materials are to develop a

data base against which the present models and possible future models can be

compared. Both bottom-heating and volumetric methods of heating are being

used with simulant materials using a variety of coolants (water, methanol,

acetone, Freon-113, and isopropanol). A complete data base for bottom heated

debris beds 4 to 1040. itm deep of uniformly sized particles varying in

diameter from 0.39 to 1.01 mm. The experiments have resulted in several

Improvements in debris bed modeling such as the development of: 1) a model

predicting channel depth, 2) a shallow bed debris coolability model and 3) a

previously published deep bed model. The results of the modeling effort are

in excellent agreement with the data and will be reported. The extended post

dryout coolability phase was observed for the bottom heated debris bed.

Volumetric heated experiments with simulant material have been performed

with a high frequency induction generator for particles varying in size 0.385

to 1095 (im and bed depth from 50 to 300 mm. It was observed that the cool a-



bility limit with volumetric heating is approximately * factor of 2 higher

than for bottom heated beds.

Experiments have been performed and are continuing to assess the effect

of particle size distributions, homogeneous versus stratified, and natural

versus artificial stratification upon debris coolability. A naturally

stratified bed is one where the stratification is a result of particles

settling through several meters of fluid. In a artificially stratified bed

the debris is added to the container in the form of layers with the largest

diameter on the bottom and the fluid added later. The significant differences

between the two are that the void fraction in the naturally stratified bed is

significantly less and the particle size distribution in each layer of

stratification is more diffuse. The results indicate that a homogeneous bed

composed of prototypic LMFBR particle sizes has a higher coolability limit

than a artificially stratified bed.

The pioneering work on the coolability limit of LMFBR debris was

performed at ANL in the early 1970's (Ref. 1) by the direct Joule heating of

the sodium coolant. Experiments were performed for both saturated and

subcooled sodium. The observed effect of subcooling of the overlying sodium

was to cause a increase in the Pleasured coolability limit. Recently, in-pile

experiments (D-series) have been performed by Sandia (Ref. 2). The results of

the Sandia Laboratories experiments are in basic agreement with the out-of-

pile work at ANL except for the observed reduction in coolability with

increase in subcooling of the overlying sodium in D4 (Ref. 2) and D6 (Ref.

3). This observation is counter to previous out-of-pile experiments at

Argonne. A basic requirement for a decrease in coolability with subcooled

overlying sodium is that vapor channels from the boiling zone do not penetrate

the overlying subcooled particle layer; thus, the energy generated in the



boiling zone must be transferred in-serfes through the liquid sodium instead

of In parallel. The mechanisms that may prevent channel formation are: 1)

subcooling, 2) U0 2 + x reduction by sodium, 2) failure of the sodium to wet the

fuel, and 4) concrete reaction products. Sandia has proposed that just

subcooling is sufficient to prevent channel formation (Ref. 2) and was the

cause of the observed reduction in the Sandia D-series experiments.

It has been observed at ANL that the use of hypostoichrometric uranium

dioxide can cause a reduction in debris cool ability. The mechanism is the

reduction of the U02+x by sodium forming either sodium oxide or sodium

uranates. At high temperatures - the sodium uranate (a low density compound} is

the preferred reaction product. The preferential site for uranate formation

is at grain boundaries which can split apart the fuel into smaller parti-

cles. The debris from these experiments has been characterized as sludge

rather than debris. Argonne has measured the oxygen to metal ratio (0/M) of a

sample of fuel debris from the same batch as used in the Sandia 0-4 experi-

ment. The measured 0/M of the fuel was 2.000 ± 0.002. Sodium reduction of

fuel with this Measured 0/M would not be expected to occur and thus was not

the cause of the observed reduction in cool ability observed in the Sandia

experiments. The failure of the sodium to wet the fuel should also be

considered a possible cause of the observed reduction in cool ability. The

channel depth model is basically the eauilibrium of capillary pressure forces

with particle bed fluidization forces. Channel development does require

wetting of the debris. The wetting of U02 is a strong function of the 0/M of

the fuel and the oxygen level of the sodium (Ref. 4). Wetting (contact angle

less than 90°) of stochiometric fuel by oxygen-free sodium does not occur

until the sodium temperature is greater ~ 470°C. In the ex-vessel cavity,

concrete reaction products may serve the same function as sodium uranate to



clog up and/or break up the fuel debris. Experiments have been performed to

assess the effect of concrete reaction products on coolability and only a

small reduction was observed for overling saturated sodium. Experiments on

the other mechanisms are currently being performed and will be presented.
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